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Urbanists-Architects. The Tokyo Dome Hotel is designed to harmonize with Tokyo Dome
City, where the Hotel is located, and become the City's second symbol, following the Tokyo
Dome.

"Urban Paradise" is its key design concept.

In pursuit of comfort and pleasure, the

Hotel has been created with the aim of giving people a heartwarming feeling and enabling
them to encounter fresh views and experience many forms of joy.
The Hotel design incorporates the following three factors: Gate, Flow and Contact.
Gate
Considering "Urban Paradise" as a place where people gather and interact with each other for
some purpose, the Hotel's 155m building represents a symbolic "Gate" to welcome such people
visiting the Tokyo Dome City, and also forms a landmark to be loved for many years.

Its

exterior, made of light and dark gray ceramic plates and permeable and reflective glasses, is a
palette that reflects the sky and city, changing with the time and seasons.
Flow
The dynamic "Flow" design has been introduced to demonstrate the various forms of
entertainment and amusement that the Tokyo Dome City offers.

Curved surfaces are used in

many parts of the Hotel such as the see-through elevators on both sides of the building and the
crescent shaped floors, giving the building a light and active image.

These curved surfaces

also reflect the Tokyo Dome Hotel's welcoming and casual atmosphere.
Contact
The completion of the Hotel building will dramatically change the City Mall, which will form
the Tokyo Dome City's main street.

A new City Mall, extending up to Sotobori Street, is

connected to the Hotel's garden by abundant greenery and flowing water, thereby creating new
"Contacts" in the City.
Hotel's garden.

Also, a spacious Main Lobby has been designed as a part of the

Water and plants surrounding the Lobby Lounge give guests a heartwarming

and peaceful feeling.

The Hotel is an "Urban Paradise" where people can enjoy encountering

new people and new things.
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